Researching Career Pathways

Day 1 Research in Lab
Day 2 Research Curriculum Guide in class
Day 3 Create a storyboard (Layout) of how you will put together your slide presentation 
Day 4 Create Slide Presentation in Lab
Day 5 Present to class and grade one another in your group


Day 1

Divide students into 8 groups (one for each DDHS Career Pathway) - Teacher will assign students into groups. 

Arts, Information & Communication
Business Management
Education and Human Development
Health Sciences
Hospitality, Tourism and Recreation
Social and Human Services
Industrial and Engineering Systems
Agriculture, Food and Natural Resource Systems

Log on to Oregon CIS using "ddouglas" for the username and "ddhs" for the password

Line up your Career Pathway with the Oregon Career Learning Areas


Note: Education and Human Development can be found in the Human Resources Career Learning Area under the Education and Related Fields cluster.

Hospitality, Tourism and Recreation can be found in the Business Management Career Learning Area under the Hospitality and Tourism cluster.  

What information you need to leave the lab with:
Overview of CLA
Skills and Knowledge
Classes you should take
School activities you should get involved in
Focus areas and occupations in each cluster.

Write down the information on your own paper.  We don't need to use the printer for this assignment.  Split up your group so each person can look up different aspects about your assigned Career Pathway. 

Between today and Day 3 someone in your group must interview an upperclassman that is in the C.P. that you are researching and ask the following questions:
What do they like about the CP?
What would they like to see improved?
How did they make their decision what CP to select?
Would they make the same decision if they had to do it over again.

Day 2

Research Curriculum Guide - it's an early release day for B day


Day 3

Create a storyboard on paper of what order your slides will be in and what will be going in each slide.  When we go to the lab tomorrow, we should be only be concerned with creating the slide presentation not finding any information. Assign everyone in the group to create an equal amount of slides to create when we go to the computer lab next class. Put their first name on the slides they will be creating on the storyboard. 

The first slide will consist of the name of the career pathway and everyone's first and last name. 

Day 4

One person should create the slide presentation and create as many blank slides as the storyboard calls for. Next, name the presentation "Period ?_?Career Pathway" 
(Example "Per 1_Business and Management").  Finally, share the file with everyone in your group and your teacher. 

Day 5

Present your slide presentation to the class.  Everyone needs to talk.  If you created the slide, you talk about that slide with the class. 

When completed, everyone will assess themselves and their teammates as well using the Collaborative Projects Peer Evaluation form. 
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